
By Andrew Shields, based on a setting by Jack Shear 

 

The Cosmic Event (Prehistory) 

There was a war among god-like beings across the World Above and the World Below. Their clash 

formed a battleground, the World Between, and its umbilical cord was severed in the hideously warped 

devastation of the Ruinous Scar. Gods were born and slain in the conflagration. The whole earth was dark 

for a century. Then, the survivors withdrew, leaving tatters of their armies and energies spent upon the 

battlefield. Many of the lost armies wandered to the west, stranded on the World Between, stripped of 

their cosmic energy and knowledge of the deeper mysteries. 

 

The Death Muster (Prehistory) 

The first to recover were the Hundred Gods of Death. Pouring energy through the Ruinous Scar, they 

breathed motion and purpose into the sea of corpses left behind, marching them in pursuit of the survivors 

of the Cosmic Event, to sacrifice them and open the World Between to be the plaything of the Gods of 

Death. They had free reign, drifting out in all directions, and the living retreated into the wild places and 

stayed ahead of the Muster as best they could. 

 

The First Crusade (0-50) 

The Legion of the Lady also survived the Cosmic Event, and they sailed to the shores of the beleaguered 

World Between on their white ships. Their landing marked the beginning of recorded time.They led the 

First Crusade, driving the Death Muster back. They built great cities in the Ruinous Scar, suppressing its 

connection to the Gods of Death. 

 

The Age of Shaping (50-1,000) 

Under the protection of the Lady of the White Way, the survivors used their dwindling cosmic connection 

to shape the lands into tributes to their lost masters. They discovered many creatures had been formed by 

the Cosmic Event, including dragons, and the fractured lands and seas held great desire for life, creative 

in their own way. Most were nomadic, but some tribes began to form, and settle in areas with rich 

resources. 

 

The Second Crusade (1,000 to 2,000) 

The Warriors of the Lady discovered an entire continent to the south had fallen to the Death Muster, 

serving the Hundred Gods of Death. They mustered armies, and marched south, over and over. Much of 

the magic and cosmic energy of the Early Times were lost in that sand-swept folly as wave after wave 

marched to the south over a thousand years. 

 

The Scar War (2,000 to 2,080) 
The suppressed forces of the Hundred Death Gods rose up in the Ruinous Scar, fighting hard against the 

cities of the Lady of the White Way, throwing their fortresses down and slaughtering all who stood 

against them. After almost a century of fighting, their ever-replenished armies of the slain stood ready to 

flow across all of the World Between. 

 

The War of Storms (2,080 to 3,500) 
Meanwhile, the Age of Shaping had reconnected some of the Lost Host with their cosmic masters, albeit 

in a diminished way. The Storm Sovereign Gods ascended in unity to stand against the Hundred Gods of 

Death in epic battle that lay waste to everything east of the Storm Range (named for the saving pantheon). 

Marching to the center of the Ruinous Scar, the five Sovereign Gods sealed the Gaping Wound, ending 

the supremacy of the Gods of Death; this sealing act also ended their ability to manifest in the World 

Between, limiting their presence to acting through their worshipers. 
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The Age of Storms (3,500 to 4,293) 
Worship of the Sovereign Gods strengthened them, and they sent their servants into the World Between to 

conquer all for them. The center of their rule was Ulverland. Worship spread, inspired by the sword 

(whether to protect them or to threaten them.) As far east as the Storm Range, the Sovereign Gods were 

ascendant; at the edges of that territory, and the Shae Isle, some remained stubborn and resistant. The 

power of the gods balked the dragons, sending most to sleep in the depths of the earth. 

 

The Harrowfaust Corruption (4,294) 
As the armies of the Sovereign Gods tightened their grip, King Harrowfaust was pushed all the way back 

to the Storm Range. He could not win by military might, but he was served by the first sorcerers. They 

gave him a way to search for other patrons in the World Above or the World Below. King Harrowfaust 

contacted Morgath, Lord of Undeath. The King and his officers were given great gifts of vampiric 

undeath, and they drove the armies of the Sovereign Gods back. 

 

The Age of Compacts (4,294 to 4,540) 
Others quickly followed suit as word of the new power spread. The Lord of Frostreave allied with a death 

goddess, Merrihel. The Caligari Council allied with Slithian Vor, a demon queen eager to gain traction in 

the World Between, and with Hakhan, demon lord of bestial bloodshed. The Shae Isle had long resisted 

by relying on nature gods (who could survive, so far from the destruction of the Ruinous Scar.) The 

armies of the Sovereign Gods were driven back, and corruption squirmed loose and spread rapidly 

through the World Between. 

 

The Third Crusade (4,540 to 4,555) 
Another army of the Lady of the White Way landed in the far West, sent from the World Above. They 

explained that the Lady of the White Way was the only true goddess, and all other compacts were with 

lesser forces, destructive and dangerous forces too alien to be worshiped. They quickly converted King 

Midian, and marched east, scything through Storm Sovereign armies. They cut through Harrowfaust on 

their way to the Ruinous Scar, and they vanished over the Storm Range, into what became known as the 

Scavenger Lands. Their fate remains unknown. However, the legacy of belief and mighty artifacts they 

left behind assured a profound legacy in the World Between. 

 

Rise of States (4,555 to 5,700) 

Cultures had taken on distinctly different patterns during the Age of Compacts and the Third Crusade. 

Priesthood and nobility had a chance to secure their positions in a more formal way, and for the first time 

in a long time the external pressures of weird alien monsters or vast waves of undead were much reduced. 

The people of the World Between happily started sparring with each other in earnest. After a massive 

civil war, the brutally violent followers of Hakhan were ejected from Caligari, founding the Iron 

Principalities. The city states of Relmeenos briefly banded together in an abortive effort to conquer the 

World Between, boasting (rightly so) that they remained undefeated in their home territory. The Knights 

of the Lady of the White Way had been given lands to the east of Midian, and they rebelled over 

theological differences, separating from the rulers of Midian and founding Scarabae. 

 

The Deathfleet (5,700 to 5,800) 
A massive fleet of the dead and constructs launched from Mord-Stavian, crashing into Relmeenos, the 

Iron Principalities, Midian, and Harrowfaust. For a century, pitched war raged as the World Between 

scrambled to protect themselves from the startlingly powerful undead. Apparently it took Mord-Stavian 

about five thousand years to muster the forces to retaliate for the Second Crusade. Mord-Stavian would 

surely have won—a massive fleet with the Avatar of Marrow was sailing towards Harrowfaust. No one 

knows what happened, but legend is an extraordinarily clever captive tricked the Avatar into blaspheming 

against Father Sothak and Mother Lothack, who both manifested to express their displeasure; the 
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resulting battle is said to have stripped the coast all the way back to the Storm Range in a vicious 

unearthly storm that raged for fifty years. 

 

The Desert War (5,800 to 5,850) 

Frostreave, Ulverland, and Caligari shipyards produced ships to fortify the Isles of Unparalleled Liberty 

and the Ghael Isles, and counterattacks against Mord-Stavian began in earnest. The war climaxed with the 

sack of Alexandrotta and the burning of the necromantic libraries and laboratories there. The 

Necropolitan accepted an offer of peace, as neither side was thrilled about continuing the war in Mord-

Stavian itself. The Betweeners pulled back and did not sack Levant; in exchange, the Necropolitan halted 

raids against the northern neighbors. 

 

The Age of Roads (5,850 to 6,500) 

Having worked together, the nation-states of the World Between knew more about each other than ever 

before in their history. As a relative peace settled in reinforced by recent war in common cause, trade 

increased. Mortals escaping from Mord Stavian mingled with the leftover forts in the Ghael Isles, and 

veterans who could not find their way back to civilized life hid in the Isles of Unparalleled Liberty. 

Advances in naval technology spurred on by the war against Mord-Stavian created ships that could brave 

further distances and greater dangers, increasing trade with the ports in distant Ghael Isles, Relmeenos, 

the Iron Principalities, Scarabae, Ulverland, Calgari, and Midian. Spices cultivated by the strange nomads 

of the Scavenger Lands flowed along the same roads as Frostreave steel, and Scarabae tapestries. 

Violence shifted from national level to increased piracy and banditry. Attention on alien gods began to 

lapse in the mind of the general public. 

 

The Fourth Crusade (6,500 to 6,548) 
Pope Viala IV had a vision of demons preparing to invade. He was very charismatic, and he knew that the 

only way the World Between would survive was if it had a direct link to the Lady of the White Way that 

would only be possible if there was pure and powerful worship, the other gods banished, and demons 

worship eradicated all through the World Between. He launched a mighty war, allying with Scarabae. The 

crusade was a complete failure; they conquered Caligari before they got bogged down in the factitious 

mountains of the Iron Principalities, they faced a vampire army in Hallowfaust, a pantheon full of “gods” 

in Ulverland, and hardened veterans of demon worshipers in the Iron Principalities. They were stymied. 

Frustrated, the Church determined their failure was from a lack of faithfulness within their own lands. The 

Order of Purifiers was founded to root out and crush unfaithful, heretical, and pagan influences in the 

White Lady’s lands. 

 

The War Below (6,550 to 6,700) 
Apparently, a war erupted in the World Below. Worshippers of demon nobility in the World Between 

were pulled into the conflict, motivated to strange intrigues and half-understood struggles for power. 

Raiders from Frostreave assaulted targets in the Iron Principalities as Slithian Vor motivated the passage 

of strange discriminatory laws in Caligari. The magnificent city of Karmodia sank under unknown 

daemonic powers in a climax of the struggle. 

 

The Plague of Dragons (6,700 to 6,920) 

The King of Ulverland feared that the entire World Between would be pulled into war by demon allies 

within the nation states. He sponsored a mighty quest to discover a way to reduce demonic influence in 

the world, to stem the flow of unholy power into the cults serving dark masters embroiled in the War 

Below. Heroes scoured the World Between in search of a solution, and in the mists of the Shae Isle they 

found a way to wake the World Between’s energies to make it more difficult for demons to interfere. 

They conducted the ritual taught them by the Queen of the Seelie Court. They created “the Veil,” fey 

protection making it more difficult for otherworldly forces to enter the world. The ritual did vastly 

weaken demons, making it nearly impossible for them to physically manifest for long, and reducing some 
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of the power flowing to their servants. However, it also roused the dragons that drifted into slumber 

thousands of years before. Focuses of activity were along the northern edge of the World Between, and 

along the Storm Range of mountains. As dragon attacks spanned a century, then more, the dragons began 

to realize they could not easily replenish their number, but the cunning and viciousness of humans was 

multiplied by their fertility. No matter how many they killed, more came. Magic and technology made 

them dangerous, as did their capacity for hate. However, the dragons were still mighty, and stubborn to 

bow before any threat. 

 

The Age of Cannon (6,920 to 6,995) 
No one knows how the secret of gunpowder made its way to Caligari, though there are many stories. 

However, Vorial the dragon menaced the Empress in Hiding, and a cannon broke his chest, slowing him 

enough for the army to kill him. The dragons soon faced cannon fire from sailing ships and castle walls. 

Shortly after, they faced muskets and black powder in the hands of infantry. This backed them off as 

magic had not, and most of the surviving dragons returned to their deep places with the spoils of centuries 

of theft, and once again slipped into slumber. Caligari became fantastically wealthy as other nations paid 

dearly for the secrets of gunpowder that they could not steal themselves, and in a matter of decades 

firearms could be found in most corners of the World Between. Notable exceptions were the Shae Isle (no 

need), Relmeenos (too poor and too proud), and Frostreave (too cold, warrior ethos). 

 

Which brings us to the present. 

 

 Apocalyptic cults ready themselves for Lucky Seven, as the millennium is commonly called. This 

may mean war in the World Above or the World Below overtaking the earth, the coming of the Lady 

of the White Way, the tilting of the world into the maw of the World Below, a resurgence of the 

Cosmic Event that shaped the World Between in the first place; legends vary, but anxiety is high. 

Everything matters, and nothing matters. 

 

 The last major dragon attacks were over 60 years ago. Only the very oldest humans remember them 

first-hand. Occupied cities and so forth have rebuilt, so most of the damage is invisible, but there are 

many ruins destroyed by dragons that were abandoned and have had decades to fall further into ruin. 

 

 Humanity is giddy on cold iron and gunpowder; magic is more in league with forces seeking to 

enslave humanity than a defense against them, and human determination, hot blood, and clever tools 

are enough to sort out any musty threat, fangly monster, demon, or alien god. A certain cockiness has 

settled in the wake of the retreat of dragons. It is not warranted. 

 

 In the predictable pattern, external threats have faded into the background, so humans are gearing up 

to fight each other. Caligari is flush with wealth and pride, the Iron Kingdoms want more guns and 

powder and are willing to fight for and with them, Relmeenos is feeling its pride threatened, religious 

concerns mixed with concern over aggressive neighbors have Midian and Scarabae nervous, the 

rulers of Harrowfaust are not oblivious to Caligari’s military thinking that finally they might have the 

tools to even the playing field against supernatural threats… 

 

The current year is 6,995. 


